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ABSTRACT: Membrane fusion, one of the most fundamental processes in life, occurs
when two separate lipid membranes merge into a single continuous bilayer. Membrane
fusion is essential for the entry of lipid-sheathed viruses such as influenza and HIV.
Influenza virus is internalized via receptor-mediated endocytosis and then fuses with the
endosomal membrane at low pH. Hemagglutinin, a glycoprotein found on the surface of
influenza virus, is responsible for the fusion of the viral sheath with the endosomal
membrane. The ∼20 amino acid long N-terminus of hemagglutinin, known as the fusion
peptide, plays a crucial role in the viral fusion process. Although there exists vast literature
on the importance and role of the fusion peptide in promoting membrane fusion, there is
no consensus on the mechanism by which it promotes fusion. A recent report suggested
that the fusion peptide occupies and orders space in the outer leaflets of contacting
bilayers so as to promote acyl chain protrusion into interbilayer space and promote fusion
“stalk” formation. We report here the effect of the wild type, G1S, G1V, and W14A
mutants of hemagglutinin fusion peptide on depth-dependent ordering of model
membranes along the bilayer normal. We utilized fluorescence anisotropy, lifetime measurements, and lifetime distribution
analyses of different anthroyloxy stearic acid probes (n-AS) in order to examine the effect of fusion peptides at various depths
along the bilayer normal. Wild type peptide uniquely ordered a region ∼12 Å from the bilayer midpoint, W14A and G1S mutants
mainly ordered the bilayer interface, while G1V had little ordering influence. On the basis of recent analysis of the effects of these
peptides on fusion, ordering of the mid-upper region of the bilayer appears to promote fusion pore formation, while ordering of
the bilayer interface inhibits it.

■ INTRODUCTION

Enveloped viruses enter cells via membrane fusion.1 Some
viruses fuse with the plasma membrane at the cell surface,2,3

and others are first taken into cells by receptor-mediated
endocytosis and subsequently fuse with the endosome.4,5 The
fusion process is triggered by either receptor binding (as in the
entry of HIV) or low pH that prevails in the endosome (as in
the case of influenza). The major glycoprotein on the influenza
virus is initially synthesized as a precursor polypeptide, HA0,
which is activated upon cleavage into two subunits, HA1 and
HA2. HA1 is mainly responsible for receptor binding, while
HA2 mediates fusion between the viral envelope and cellular
membranes.6,7 HA1 contains sialic acid binding sites that bind
to the sialic acid which is present on the cell surface of its target
cells. This causes the virus particle to stick to the cell surface.5

Upon exposure to low pH (∼5.3), HA2 undergoes considerable
conformational change leading to exposure of its glycine-rich
N-terminal regions.8,9 Mutations in a stretch of ∼20−25 amino
acids in the N-terminal region of HA2 have been shown to

block fusion-mediated viral infection, leading to this stretch of
amino acids being termed “fusion peptide”.10

The mechanism by which N-terminal fusion peptides
promote fusion is not clear, although several putative
mechanisms have been proposed.11−21 It has been suggested
that fusion peptides could promote membrane fusion by
changing bending modulus,20 filling void volume within
intermediate nonbilayer structures,16 providing a positive11 or
negative22 intrinsic curvature to contacting bilayer leaflets, and
reducing Gaussian energy.18 Hemagglutinin (HA) fusion
peptide is one of the most well studied fusion peptides. HA
containing the wild type fusion peptide promotes both
“hemifusion” and “fusion pore” between COS7 cell and labeled
RBCs,23 but HA with a G1S mutation allows only “hemifusion”
in this assay, while G1V and W14A mutations block both
processes.23,24 A detailed kinetic study of poly(ethylene glycol)-
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induced fusion of small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) reveals that
binding of all three mutant peptides permits intermediate
formation but inhibits full fusion (pore formation), with G1V
blocking it entirely, roughly in alignment with cell-based
studies.11 Possible mechanistic interpretations of these effects
have been proposed on the basis of NMR- and ESR-based
structures of fusion peptides attached to polylysine host
peptides that are solubilized by dodecylphosphocholine
(DPC) micelles24−26 and peptide influences on bilayer
structure.11 X-ray diffraction study suggests that negative
Gaussian curvature (a combination of positive and negative
curvature in orthogonal directions) imparted by the wild type
peptide (as opposed to mutant peptides) is associated with its
ability to locate deeper into the bilayer and stabilize the pore-
like cubic phase.19 Spin-labeled lipid probes provide a different
view and an opposing hypothesis for how wild type fusion
peptides of either HA or the gp41 protein of HIV might
promote fusion, namely, by ordering the headgroup region and
promoting negative intrinsic curvature.22,24,27 However, order-
ing at the membrane interface is not clearly correlated with
fusogenic ability according to previously carried out studies
using fluorescent probes like DPH, TMA-DPA, and C6-
NBDPC.11,13,28 This indicates that the peptide-induced order-
ing at a particular location of the bilayer is critical to its fusion
catalyzing ability, while which region of the bilayer is of
importance remains poorly understood.
In this work, we explore the relationship between depth-

dependent membrane perturbations induced by fusion peptides
and their fusogenic efficiency. In order to define the effect of
the fusion peptides better at various depths in the membrane,
we employed steady state and time-resolved fluorescence
spectroscopy using a series of depth-dependent fluorescent
probes in model membranes. For this, we utilized n-anthroyloxy
stearic acids (n-AS), in which an anthroyloxy group is attached
at various positions of the alkyl chain. Anthroyloxy fatty acid
probes represent a unique set of reporter molecules for
parameters related to membrane penetration depth.29 These
probes have been found to be located at a graded series of
depths in the membrane bilayer, depending on the position of
the attachment of the anthroyloxy group to the fatty acyl
chain30−34 (see Figure S1). Thus, the distance of the
anthroyloxy group from the bilayer center is established to be
almost linearly related to the number of carbon atoms between
the anthroyloxy and carboxyl groups.31 Since all of the peptides
examined here have comparable affinity (Kd ∼ 0.5 μM) for
model membranes,11 differences in peptide-induced changes in
fluorescence anisotropy for a particular n-AS probe indicate a
preferential depth-dependent membrane ordering property of
the peptide. The change in fluorescence anisotropy for a
particular n-AS probe will be enhanced if the peptide alters the
membrane ordering at the depth where the particular n-AS
probe is located. The effect of peptide at various depths was
measured by calculating the initial slope of the anisotropy
versus peptide concentration plot. The higher slope indicates
the ability of the peptide to alter membrane ordering at a lower
concentration.
Fluorescence lifetime is sensitive to local probe environment,

and this is also true for n-AS probes.32 We applied maximum
entropy method (MEM) analysis of real time decay of
fluorescence intensity in response to picosecond excitation to
obtain lifetime distributions of n-AS probes in the absence and
presence of the four HA fusion peptides considered here. Our
results provide insight into the effects of peptides on the local

environment at different depths within the bilayer. Taken
together, these results provide a detailed depth-dependent
insight about the effect of the wild type and mutant fusion
peptides on the membrane in the context of membrane fusion.
We propose that the depth-dependent membrane ordering
profile induced by fusion peptides could be an important
determinant in their fusogenic efficiency and provide a model
correlating them.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. 1-Palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocho-

line (POPC) was purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids
(Alabaster, AL). 1,2-Dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DMPC) was obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis,
MO). 2-, 6-, 9-, and 12-AS were purchased from Molecular
Probes/Invitrogen (Eugene, OR). POPC was checked for
purity by thin-layer chromatography on silica gel precoated
plates (Sigma) in chloroform/methanol/water (65:35:5, v/v/
v), and was found to give one spot with a phosphate-sensitive
spray and on subsequent charring.35 The concentration of
POPC was determined by phosphate assay after total digestion
by perchloric acid.36 DMPC was used as an internal standard to
assess the completeness of lipid digestion. Concentrations of
stock solutions of n-AS probes in methanol were estimated
using the molar extinction coefficient (ε) of 8000 M−1 cm−1 at
361 nm.37 Solvents used were of spectroscopic grade, and
purified water through a Millipore (Bedford, MA) Milli-Q
system was used throughout.

Preparation of Hemagglutinin Peptides. The hemag-
glutinin peptides (native and mutants) were chemically
synthesized by the solid phase method using fMOC chemistry
and purified by high performance liquid chromatography. The
sequences of the peptides are GLFGAIAGFIENGWEGMIDG
(wild type), SLFGAIAGFIENGWEGMIDG (G1S mutant),
VLFGAIAGFIENGWEGMIDG (G1V mutant), and GLFG-
AIAGFIENGAEGMIDG (W14A). A detailed description of the
synthesis and purification of the wild type peptide is available
elsewhere.11 Stock peptide solutions were prepared in DMSO,
and small aliquots of stock solutions were added to vesicle
suspensions. The amount of DMSO was always less than 1%
(v/v), and control experiments showed that this amount of
DMSO had no detectable effect on membrane structure.

Preparation of Vesicles. All experiments were performed
using large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) containing 1% (mol/
mol) 2-, 6-, 9-, or 12-AS. The probe to lipid ratio (mol/mol)
was fixed at 1/100 considering the fact that, at this probe
concentration (1 mol %), probe-induced membrane perturba-
tion is minimal.29−34 In addition, control experiments showed
that the phase transition temperature of phospholipids in
model membranes remains invariant in the presence of 1 mol %
n-AS probes (data not shown). Briefly, 640 nmol of POPC in
chloroform was mixed with 6.4 nmol of n-AS probe in
methanol. A few drops of chloroform were added and mixed
well, and the samples were dried under a stream of nitrogen
while being warmed gently (∼35 °C). After further drying
under a high vacuum for at least 3 h, 1.5 mL of buffer (10 mM
sodium acetate, 150 mM sodium chloride, pH 5) was added,
and each sample was vortexed for 3 min to disperse the lipid
and hydrated for an hour at room temperature (∼23 °C). LUVs
with a diameter of 100 nm were prepared by the extrusion
technique using an Avanti Mini-Extruder (Alabaster, AL) as
previously described.38,39 Background samples were prepared
the same way except that the probes were omitted.
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Steady State Fluorescence Measurements. Steady state
fluorescence measurements were performed at room temper-
ature (∼23 °C) with a Fluorolog-3 Model FL3-22 spectro-
fluorometer (Horiba Jobin Yvon, Edison, NJ), using a 1 cm
path length quartz cuvette. Excitation and emission slits with a
nominal band-pass of 3 nm were used for all measurements.
Background (fluorophore-free) intensities of samples were
subtracted from each sample spectrum to eliminate any
contribution due to the solvent Raman peak and other
scattering artifacts. Fluorescence anisotropy measurements
were performed using the same instrument. Anisotropy values
were calculated using the following equation40

=
− ×
+ ×

r
I G I

I G I2
VV VH

VV VH (1)

where G = IHV/IHH, (grating correction or G-factor) and IVV
and IVH are the measured fluorescence intensities with the
excitation polarizer vertically oriented and the emission
polarizer vertically and horizontally oriented, respectively. All
experiments were performed with multiple sets of samples, and
average values of fluorescence anisotropy are shown in the
figures.
Time-Resolved Fluorescence Measurements and

Maximum Entropy Method (MEM) Analysis. Time-
resolved fluorescence intensity decay measurements were
carried out using a time-correlated single photon counting
(TCSPC) setup as described earlier.32 For fluorescence lifetime
measurements, 1 ps pulses of 732 nm radiation from the Ti-
sapphire femto/picosecond laser (Spectra Physics, Mountain
View, CA), pumped by a Nd:YLF laser (Millenia X, Spectra
Physics), were frequency-doubled to 366 nm by using a
frequency doubler/tripler (GWU, Spectra Physics). Fluores-
cence emission of n-AS probes was measured at 470 nm using a
combination of a monochromator and a 400 nm cutoff filter.
Fluorescence intensity decay was collected from the sample

after excitation with the emission polarizer oriented at the
magic angle (54.7°) with respect to the excitation polarizer. To
optimize the signal-to-noise ratio, 20,000 photons were
collected in the peak channel. All experiments were performed
using excitation and emission slits with a nominal bandpass of 3
nm or less. Data stored in the multichannel analyzer were
routinely transferred to a computer for analysis. Fluorescence
intensity decay curves so obtained were deconvoluted with the
instrument response function and analyzed as a sum of
exponential terms

∑ α τ= −
=

F t t( ) exp( / )
i

N

i i
1 (2)

where F(t) is the fluorescence intensity at time t and αi is a pre-
exponential factor representing the fractional contribution to
the time-resolved decay of the component with a lifetime τi
such that∑i αi = 1. The decay parameters were recovered using
a nonlinear least-squares iterative fitting procedure based on the
Levenberg−Marquardt algorithm.41,42 A fit was considered
acceptable when plots of the weighted residuals and the
autocorrelation function showed random deviation about zero
with a minimum χ2 value not more than 1.2. Both the discrete
exponential analysis as well as the maximum entropy method
(MEM) were used to analyze the fluorescence decays. In the
MEM approach,43,44 the fluorescence intensity decay (F(t)) is
analyzed using the model of continuous distribution of lifetimes

∫ α τ τ τ= −
∞

F t t( ) ( ) exp( / ) d
0 (3)

where α(τ) represents the amplitude corresponding to the
lifetime τ in the intensity decay. The limits on this integration
are generally set on the basis of the information regarding the
specific system under study and the detection limit of the
instrument. We set the lower and upper limits of the

Figure 1. Depth-dependent ordering of the membrane along the bilayer normal induced by wild type peptide measured using n-AS probes. Steady
state fluorescence anisotropy of (A) 2-AS, (B) 6-AS, (C) 9-AS, and (D) 12-AS with increasing concentration of fusion peptide in large unilamellar
vesicles of POPC was measured to assess the depth-dependent ordering efficiency of wild type peptide. Data for parts B and C were fitted to the
classical Langmuir model for adsorption of ligand to multiple, equivalent, and noninteracting surface sites. The straight lines illustrate the slopes of
these curves at low surface occupancy. For parts A and D, straight lines provided an adequate description of the data. The ratio of probe to lipid was
1:100 (mol/mol), and the POPC concentration was 400 μM. Experiments were carried out at 23 °C and at pH 5. The excitation wavelength was 360
nm, and emission was monitored at 470 nm. The data represent means ± SE of at least three independent measurements. See the Experimental
Section for other details.
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integration as 10 ps and 10 ns, respectively. For practical
reasons, this equation can also be written in terms of a discrete
sum of exponentials as

∑ α τ= −
=

F t t( ) exp( / )
i

N

i i
1 (4)

where N represents the total number of exponentials. In our
analysis, N is taken as 150 exponentials equally spaced in the
log(τ) space between the lower and upper limits. MEM initially
starts with a flat distribution of amplitudes α(τ), that is,
assuming that each lifetime has equal contribution to the
observed decay. The MEM arrives at the amplitude distribution
that best describes the observed experimental fluorescence
intensity decay. The optimization of the amplitude distribution
α(τ) is carried out in successive iterations by minimizing the χ2

value (close to 1 in all cases) and maximizing the entropy (S).45

The expression used for S is the Shannon−Jayne entropy
function, expressed as S = −∑pi log pi, where pi = αi/∑αi. If the
χ2 criterion is satisfied by many distributions in a particular
iteration, then the distribution with maximum entropy is
selected. The analysis is terminated when χ2 reaches the
specified lower limit or when χ2 and α(τ) show no change in
successive iterations. Importantly, MEM analysis gives a lifetime
distribution that is robust and makes no assumption about the
number of lifetime species (mean lifetimes in local distribu-
tions) that contribute to the data.45,46

■ RESULTS
Effect of Fusion Peptides on the Depth-Dependent

Membrane Perturbation as Measured by Fluorescence
Anisotropy of n-AS Probes. The effect of the wild type
fusion peptide and its mutants on membrane structure was
monitored along the bilayer normal using depth-dependent
anthroyloxy probes attached at various positions of stearic acid.
It has been previously shown that the anthroyloxy groups in n-
AS probes are progressively localized at increasing depth as the
site of attachment of the anthroyloxy group is moved from the
2- to the 12-position along an acyl chain,31 thereby allowing the
n-AS probes to act as membrane depth markers. We monitored
the depth-dependent perturbation of the membrane, induced
by increasing concentration of the wild type and mutant fusion
peptides by measuring the fluorescence anisotropy of n-AS
probes, which reflects the degree of probe mobility during its
excited state lifetime. The fluorescence anisotropy of the probe
will increase if the peptide induces ordering (increases packing
due to its presence) at the vicinity of the probe. Figures 1 and
S2−S4 show plots of fluorescence anisotropy as a function of
peptide/lipid ratio for wild type and mutant peptides. The plots
for 6-AS and 9-AS in Figure 1 appear to saturate, but those for
2-AS and 12-AS do not. This clearly indicates that the wild type
peptide has minimum influence on the change in ordering near
2- and 12-AS. This difference correlates with the abilities of
different probes to detect the ordering effects of peptides at
various depths of the membrane. The saturating behavior was
observed when peptide-induced membrane ordering efficiency
is higher at a particular depth (6-AS and 9-AS for WT peptide),
and roughly linear behavior was observed when ordering
efficiency is minimal (2-AS and 12-AS for WT peptide). A
smaller amount of the strongly perturbing peptide induces
significant change in membrane ordering, and further addition
does not induce additional membrane ordering. On the other
hand, the influence of nonperturbing peptide is extremely small

at lower concentration and shows considerable change only
when a high concentration of peptide was added to the
membrane. We have calculated the “initial slope” of the
fluorescence anisotropy of n-AS probes vs [peptide]/[lipid]
plots (Figure 1) and “change in magnitude of anisotropy” (Δr)
to evaluate the effect of peptide on the ordering of the
membrane environment (Table S1). The trends of “initial
slope” and Δr values for n-AS probes are comparable in the
presence of all four peptides (Table S1). For example, both Δr
and “initial slope” display a higher value for 6- and 9-AS and a
lower value for 2- and 12-AS in the presence of WT peptide. As
“initial slope” and Δr values compare well, we have chosen
“initial slope” to describe the effect of peptide on the
membrane ordering at a particular depth. In addition, the
change in “initial slope” is more robust as the magnitude of
initial slope is larger than the Δr. The perturbing influences of
different peptides therefore are well characterized in terms of
the slopes of the curves in Figures 1 and S2−S4 at lower
peptide/lipid ratios. These slopes are plotted in Figure 2 as a

function of the distance from the bilayer midplane monitored
by each probe31 for each of the peptides examined here. The
wild type peptide most severely orders the membrane at a
distance of ∼11−12 Å from the bilayer midplane but retains
some influence near 9 Å (Figure 2). A relatively small amount
of WT peptide can induce considerable ordering in the upper
region where its influence is the greatest. Similar plots of
fluorescence anisotropy of n-AS probes in the presence of
fusion-inefficient G1V, G1S, and W14A peptides (see Figures
S2−S4) provide the other curves in Figure 2. The G1V peptide
ordered the same region of the bilayer as WT peptide but to a
somewhat lesser extent (Figure 2 and Figure S2). Similar to the
WT peptide, G1V had almost no influence at the interface or
near the bilayer midplane. The influences of G1S and W14A
peptides on the bilayer order profile were very different from
those of WT and G1V. Of all peptides, G1S had the largest
ordering influence and its influence reached from the bilayer/
water interface well into the bilayer interior, still being
significant at the middle of the leaflet (Figure 2 and Figure

Figure 2. Effect of wild type and mutant fusion peptides on depth-
dependent ordering of membranes along the bilayer normal. The
efficiency of membrane ordering at various depths (Å), as obtained
from the initial slopes of n-AS steady-state fluorescence anisotropy
versus peptide/lipid ratio (e.g., as in Figure 1), is plotted versus the
distance of the anthroyloxy group from the bilayer midplane (taken
from ref 31). Data corresponding to results obtained with curves for
different peptides are color-coded as in Figure 1, and the curves
(derived from third-order polynomials) are meant only to guide the
eye.
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S3), where no other peptide had significant ordering influence.
W14A peptide also had its greatest ordered effect at the
interface, but unlike G1S, its influence did not extend as far into
the leaflet, in which it was embedded (Figure 2 and Figure S4).
The individual peptides produce a significantly different impact
on n-AS anisotropy, as the inherent ability of a given peptide to
order the bilayer at a particular depth is unique. The differential
influence of the peptide at various depths could therefore be
attributed to their difference in insertion depth and orientation
in the membrane.
Effect of Fusion Peptides on Environmental Hetero-

geneity as Revealed by Fluorescence Lifetime Distribu-
tions. The full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of a
fluorescence lifetime distribution reflects the environmental
heterogeneity experienced by fluorophores during the excited
state lifetime.43,44,47 The width of the FWHM depends on the
microenvironmental heterogeneity near the probe’s location
during its fluorescence lifetime and the rate (1/τS) at which the
probe samples different microenvironments during its excited
state lifetime.47 Lipids diffuse laterally in a bilayer with D(2) ∼
10−8 cm2 s−1,48 and a probe diffusing similarly to a lipid would
sample a lipid location with a cross-sectional area of ∼70 Å2

(i.e., a single lipid location) with τS ∼ 200 ns; i.e., it resides in a
given environment sufficiently long for multiple excitation/
emission events for an n-AS probe with a fluorescence lifetime
of ∼10 ns. In this instance, the fluorescence lifetime distribution
will largely reflect the microscopic heterogeneity of probe
locations in a bilayer. Thus, a smaller FWHM reflects decreased
heterogeneity of microenvironments.
The FWHM of the fluorescence lifetime distribution of n-AS

in fluid membrane bilayers varies considerably with “n”:
FWHM of 12-AS ≲ 9-AS ≲ 6-AS ≪ 2-AS.32 Acyl chains in a
fluid bilayer are increasingly disordered nearer to the bilayer
center, so if the density of local hydrophobic microstructures
were responsible for the variation of FWHM with distance from
the bilayer center, FWHM should vary as 12-AS > 9-AS > 6-AS
> 2-AS. The fact that this is opposite from our observation
suggests that the FWHM must reflect the uniqueness of probe
microstates in its microenvironment. The fluorophore in 2-AS
is located at the membrane interface, in which polar
interactions should occur between the probe excited state and
both water and polar headgroups. This region therefore
presents a variety of microenvironments and a large number
of unique microstates, explaining the very large FWHM of this
probe.32 Since water molecules are widely recognized to enter
the bilayer in small numbers,49−52 it is reasonable to presume
that lower “n” corresponds to the increased presence of polar
water in regions closer to the bilayer interface and further from
the hydrophobic center.32

Figure 3 shows the representative lifetime distribution of 6-
AS in POPC membranes in the absence and presence of the
wild type and G1S, G1V, and W14A mutant fusion peptides.
The distribution is bimodal with peaks centered at 5−7 and
∼12 ns due to emission from two distinct excited state
conformations. The unstable ground-state conformation
consists of a nonplanar arrangement of the carboxy and
anthrancene groups, while a relaxed excited state conformation
permits a roughly planar arrangement.53 The FWHM of 6-AS
lifetime distributions in the presence of the wild type peptide is
remarkably narrow relative to the FWHM in the peptide-free
bilayer or in the presence of mutant peptides. Another
remarkable feature is that the mean lifetime of the stable
excited state conformation remains constant at ∼12 ns in

peptide-free and peptide-containing bilayers. Parts A−C in
Figure 4 summarize the FWHM values for 2-, 6-, and 9-AS
probes for the wild type and mutant fusion peptides. The
lifetime measurements were not carried out with 12-AS, since
no peptide-induced change was observed in fluorescence
anisotropy measurements for 12-AS (see Figure 2).

Figure 3. MEM lifetime distribution of 6-AS in POPC membranes in
the absence of any peptide (gray, ) and in the presence of wild type
(green, −), G1S (maroon, ), G1V (blue,  ·), and W14A
(cyan,  · ·) peptides. All other conditions are as in Figure 1. See
the Experimental Section for other details.

Figure 4. Environmental heterogeneity, as detected by lifetime
distribution analysis, is altered by the wild type and mutant fusion
peptides differentially at varying depths of POPC membranes. The full
width at half maxima (FWHM) of the fluorescence lifetime
distribution of (A) 2-AS, (B) 6-AS, and (C) 9-AS are plotted for
the absence of any peptide (gray) and in the presence of wild type
(green), G1V (blue), W14A (cyan), and G1S (maroon). All other
conditions are as in Figure 1. Data represent means ± SE of at least
three independent measurements. See the Experimental Section for
other details.
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■ DISCUSSION

Kinetic studies11 as well as molecular dynamics simulations54,55

of peptide-induced membrane fusion suggest that the wild type
HA fusion peptide catalyzes the “stalk formation” by filling
space in the hydrophobic region of the exposed bilayer leaflet
and thus promote acyl chain excursion into the dehydrated
interbilayer space. The tentative structure of wild type and
mutant peptide on membranes was proposed from NMR and
ESR studies performed with fusion peptides attached to a
polylysine host peptide at their C-terminus and solubilized in
DPC micelles.24−26 The current study provides additional
information on the perturbation at various depth positions
along the bilayer normal induced by the wild type and mutant
peptides.
Insights into Peptide Location, Motions, and Struc-

ture. Our results with n-AS probes provide precise information
about the peptide influence on bilayer structure at different
locations along the bilayer normal. The surface occupied by
each peptide is approximately the same (similar Kd); the
variation of the fluorescence anisotropy of n-AS with peptide to
lipid ratio (Figure 2) reflects the inherent ability of a given
peptide to order the bilayer at the particular depth at which the
anthroyloxy probe is located in the membrane.
In addition to fluorescence anisotropy, we use the FWHM of

the fluorescence lifetime distribution as a measure of environ-
mental heterogeneity that appears to reflect water penetration
to the depth of the anthroyloxy probe, with increased FWHM
indicating increased water penetration at the probe surround-
ings. Our results indicate that the WT peptide maximally orders
the bilayer at 10−14 Å from the center of the bilayer (as
detected by the 6-AS probe), and somewhat orders slightly
below the midpoint of the outer leaflet (8−10 Å, 9-AS probe).
Its influence rapidly dissipates above this region, as indicated by
minimal ordering detected by the 2-AS probe (Figure 2). Chain
ordering by WT peptide is accompanied by significant
exclusion of water (Figure 4B and C). These results indicate
that the WT peptide occupies significant space and aligns with
acyl chains at and somewhat below the midpoint of the outer
leaflet of the membrane. Taken together, our results show that
wild type HA fusion peptide occupies space, excludes water,
and orders the mid region of the outer leaflet about 10−14 Å
from the bilayer center.
Figure 2 points out that the G1V peptide orders a region of

the membrane that is also ordered by WT peptide (10−14 Å
from the bilayer mid plane, 6-AS probe), but the extent of
ordering is smaller than the WT peptide. In addition, GIV
peptide fails to exclude water from the region (Figure 4), which
is unlike the WT peptide. It clearly excludes water deeper into
the bilayer (9-AS probe) (Figure 4) and slightly disorders this
region (Figure 2). Thus, while the Val of the G1V peptide
appears to occupy space in the upper region of the bilayer, it
does not intercalate well between acyl chains and fails to
exclude water.
NMR studies of a host−guest 20-residue W14A peptide in

DPC micelles suggest that the peptide has a very broad
conformational distribution, making it difficult to locate the
peptide in the bilayer.24 W14A does not order the middle of the
exposed bilayer leaflet (Figure 2) but orders the 2-AS probe
(Figure 2) and excludes water from this probe environment
(Figure 4). This suggests that W14A is located within the
bilayer interface and it explores the region just below the
interface. Loss of Trp14 also means that it is unlikely to be

tightly anchored to the interface, as are the other peptides
examined.
A model based on NMR and ESR data shows the G1S

peptide is having an overall conformation in the bilayer that is
quite similar to that of WT peptide.56 Like W14A, G1S orders
(Figure 2) and excludes water (Figure 4) from the bilayer
interface. Unlike W14A, G1S also significantly orders the 9-AS
probe near the bilayer center (Figure 2), something even WT
peptide did not do. At the same time, it did not reduce the
FWHM of the 6-AS probe and only slightly sharpened that of
the 9-AS probe. This anomalous behavior suggests that G1S
behaves very differently from WT peptide. While a broad
lifetime distribution can indicate water penetration, also the Ser
of G1S could impart some polarity near the probe (9-AS) and
influence its lifetime distribution. This would be consistent with
the structure proposed on the basis of NMR and ESR data.56

However, a Ser located deep in the bilayer nonpolar core would
be thermodynamically unfavorable and would likely be drawn
toward the polar membrane interface. This would account for
the significant ordering (Figure 2) and narrow lifetime
distribution (Figure 4) of the 2-AS probe. Thus, our results
suggest that the G1S peptide distributes between interface-
located and inserted configurations.

Implications for Membrane Fusion. It is widely
recognized that membrane fusion is a multistep process with
formation of an initial “hemifusion” intermediate and evolution
of this either to direct “fusion pore” formation or fusion pore
formation through another intermediate.16,57,58 The peptides
examined here have a different effect on the different steps of
the membrane fusion process. The difference in their effect
might be attributed to their differential location and dynamic
structures in the lipid bilayer. Incidentally, all of the peptides
promote the initial “hemifusion” formation11 and that could be
due to the properties of the peptides to order and limit water
penetration in the upper region of the bilayer, which could in
turn help to stabilize the transition state of the initial
“hemifusion” formation by facilitating the acyl chain protrusion
into the interbilayer space. Our results indicate that the depth-
dependent ordering information on the membrane may not be
crucial for the “hemifusion” intermediate formation. We will
therefore focus our discussion mainly on the effect of
differential depth-dependent ordering of the membrane on
the “pore-formation” step in the presence of WT and mutant
peptides.

Implications for Fusion Pore Formation. As noted, all
peptides catalyzed the formation of the initial intermediate
(stalk or hemifusion). Beyond this step, the initial stalk
intermediate proceeds to a pore via a single-bilayer diaphragm
surrounded by a highly stressed edge having “Gaussian
curvature” (positive and negative in different orthogonal
directions on a surface).18 The WT fusion peptide significantly
increases the extent of fusion pore formation and induces pore
formation in the early phase of the fusion process.11 The ability
of WT peptide to order acyl chains and exclude water in the
upper region of the bilayer (Figures 2 and 4) gives it a positive
“intrinsic” curvature that should destabilize the net negatively
curved diaphragm edge and promote transient leakage of
trapped contents across the diaphragm, to account for increased
“content mixing” early in the fusion process.
In contrast, the mutant G1V, G1S, and W14A peptides all

reduced the extent of pore formation but in different ways.11

The G1V peptide showed the unique ability to order but admit
water into the upper bilayer while disordering the middle
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bilayer (Figures 2 and 4). It also uniquely blocked pore
formation but dramatically increased content leakage.11 Taken
together, these results support previous speculation that a
flexible G1V configuration could allow the bulky valine to
occupy the interface, thereby entropically stabilizing the initial
intermediate state at high temperatures, to the extent that the
latter intermediates rupture and no longer form a fusion pore.
Very little was directly known about the bilayer location or
structural influence of G1S peptide, although it was speculated
to contribute an intrinsic negative curvature. This seems
unlikely based on the current results (Figures 2 and 4). The
unusual behavior of G1S peptide demonstrated here is that it
increases bilayer order and inhibits water penetration both at
and below the interface, suggesting a flexible distribution
between surface-located and buried conformations. G1S
inhibits content mixing largely by dramatically reducing it at
lower temperatures in the first and second intermediate
states,11 wherein content mixing is attributed to transient
pores.57,58 On the basis of our results, we suggest that the
ability of G1S peptide to occupy different bilayer regions would
permit it to accommodate and stabilize the unfavorable
nonbilayer edge of the diaphragm-like intermediates. This
would account for reduced content mixing and leakage in these
intermediate states in the presence of G1S but would still
permit expansion of diaphragm-like intermediates into a stable
fusion pore, as reported.11 Like G1S, the location of W14A in
the bilayer was not well-defined, but it is speculated to
contribute intrinsic negative curvature.11 On the contrary,
W14A peptide behaves similarly to G1S except that it seems to
lack the flexibility that allows G1S to order chains near the
bilayer center (Figures 2 and 4). This explains its inability to
limit content mixing and leakage in the diaphragm
intermediates that is observed for G1S peptide.
In summary, we report here a comparative depth-dependent

effect of wild type and mutant HA fusion peptides on the
membrane along the bilayer normal. Our results suggest a
correlation between depth-dependent membrane ordering and
the fusogenic property of the peptides.
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